


































By Dan Nakaso 
Rick Spargo, Associated Students vice 
president  and chairman of the 
A.S.
 board of directors, said he will not resign as 
A.S. yearbook ad-
vertising manager although a 
potential




made  his comments 
Wednesday
 in response to a 
Wednesday  
Independent Weekly editorial
 that called his situation 
a "blatant conflict 
of interest" and asked 
for Spargo's resignation 
from the yearbook. 
Spargo
 denied last week 
that  any conflict of 
interest  existed 
because
 
he does not usually
 vote on A.S. board
 of directors 
matters.
 
The Weekly said a conflict of 





 which directors have 
called
 a "pet project," has 
been granted
 A.S. funding and is 
considering  a request 
for
 more. 
In his editor's 
notebook  on Wednesday, 
Daily
 Editor Scott Shifrel also 
cited a 





Spargo's  dual 
role  is 
"unethical
 even 
for  a 
politician." 
"I think
 it's a 
cheap,
 slanderous
 type of 
statement  
that
 I wouldn't 
expect out 
of
 editors of a  
publication,"
 Spargo said.
 "I'm just 
an
 involved 
student.  I'm 
just
 trying to 
make  this 
university  a 
better
 place 








advertising  senior, 
receives no 




 and no 





-yearbook,"  he 
said.  "I just 
know




Weekly  editors may 





A.S.  board of 
directors  denied 
them additional
 funding this 
year after
 it was announced
 that $5,480 
existed in the 









 is a reason ( 
for the 
editorial)
 but I don't 
know,"  
Spargo said. 
"I have to guess 
because that 
would  be 
slanderous
 too." 
Spargo  expects the 
press to criticize 
A.S. officials 
when  they make a 
mistake. 
"If we do 
something wrong,




"But  we 
haven't  done 
anything 
wrong."  
Spargo, who votes to break ties 
or
 when a two-thirds vote is required, 
said he would abstain from any vote on the
 yearbook. 
But the Weekly's editorial said 
Spargo still has a conflict of interest 
because
 he "wields a considerable amount of influence  with the direc-
tors." 
However, several A.S. directors said Spargo's opinions have 
no more 
weight than any other director's. 
Bub Musil director of community affairs, said, "If Rick came to 
me . . I would listen to him like I would anyone else. I'd look at it from 
a 
student's  point of 
view."
 
Tom Laus, director of sponsored programs, called the Weekly 
editorial "totally ridiculous." 
"Rick is in the least position to say anything about it because he 
has 
no vote," he said. "If 







 affairs, said 
he didn't "see 
it
 as 
much of a 
conflict." 
"We're
 not a bunch 
of lemmings," 
Ruppert said. 
"We  have our 
own  
ideas." 
Serving the San Jose State University 
Community  since 1934 























 small A.S. 
general 
fund and 
said  the 
problem
 may occur
 next year. 
Officials 




passed  20 
months








 in the fund 
for 




AFI  required 
AS,
 to allocate 25 
percent 
of its budget 





and  indirectly led 








Sawatzky,  A.S. 





 fund, which is 
used to 
finance 
groups  not budgeted 



































We can come up with a very lovi general 
fund 
again,"  Lenart said. 
Last year, A.S. gave $119,209 to the AFI 
groups, which diverted money from others 
Lenart said "That meant that the 
groups  
that requested funds received less 
and were 
operating 
with a really tight budget." 
Smaller allocations, officials said, caused 
groups to use more of their
 funds. 
The groups then had little left at the end of 
the year, leaving the A.S. with its small
 general 
fund.  
The general fund 
gets
 its money from funds 
that revert each year from 
the  groups budgeted 
by A.S. 
Spargo said "some 
groups  reverted 50 cents. 
It was totally useless. They got it. They spent it." 
Spargo said that although last year's A.S. 







to receive AFI 
funding are KSJS, the Music Department, 
Theatre Arts, the Art Gallery, the Radio/TV 
News Center. the Independent Weekly and the 
Spartan Daily. 
Spargo said A.S. officials can try to help next 
year's general 
fund  by watching current 
allocations. 
Groups
 are allocated specific amounts each 
year but have to make separate requests from 
A.S. whenever they want some of the money. 
Spargo, Sawatzky and A.S. 
President  Tony 
Anderson have final 
approval  of the allocations 
and should watch them carefully, Spargo said. 
A.S. officials have to tell funded groups "To 
have a little bit more fiscal
 responsibility," 
Spargo said. 
"It's for them to spend, but it seems excess 
funds are being spent 
needlessly.  
"We have to watch allocations more 
carefully," he said. "If you know you 
have . . . nine or 10,000 bucks just sitting 

















By Gerald Loeb 
Members of Kappa Delta 
sorority got an eyeful Monday night 
when their serenade was broken up 
not because it was too 
loud, but 
because of two unidentified male 
streakers. 
Kappa Delta was serenading 
members (4 Sigma Nu fraternity 
when the streakers
 appeared. 
Streaking was a fad in the '705 in 
which




 and even the 1974 
Academy Awards. 
Claudie
 Smurthwaite of 
Kappa  
Delta was among the
 serenaders 
who saw
 what happened. 
"We were singing 
in front of 
Sigma 
Nu
 when we saw 
two guys 
running
 down the 
middle  of 11th 
Street," she 
said. "We all 
stopped 
singing and looked." 
To the streakers'
 chagrin, a 
police car saw
 them and gave 
chase.  
Randy Furtado






















cops  saw 
them, 




















































 of two other 
sororities, 
Gamma  














 is still being
 
processed,  








By Michael Vaughn 
Last  in a fourpart series 
examining  the role 
of women in the clergy. 
Religious
 ministry is 
one of the last oc-





comprise  22 percent 
of








barriers  still 



















fills a double 






the San Jose 
Diocese of 
the  Roman 
Catholic
 Church, she
 is a nun, as 
she has been 
for  
the last 24 years. 
To
 many SJSU 





 came in and 






















































































use  all 
their 























































 to "go 
for broke"
 this 































Earlier, Robin Swatazky, A.S. controller and 
Jean 
Lenart, A.S. business manager, suggested holding back 
$2,000 to get next 
semester's  newspaper started. 
But Pitta said, "I just don't see any reason for holding 
on to the $2,000  and 
nobody  else did." 
"We 
feel  that if there 
is no more money
 coming in, 
why  prolong the 
death
 of the Weekly" 
she  asked. "That's 
always 
been  the feeling up 
there -- that we 
wanted  to go 
for broke." 
The Weekly
 is a I0,000
-circulation
 tabloid 




ago as an 
alternative
 to the 
Spartan Daily but 
has been plagued 
with financial 
problems since it began 
According




 editor of the Daily, 
the Weekly has been 
chipping  
away at a $4,000




The  current 
debt  is still 
more  than 
$1,000,












only  $5,480 




 $2,000 from A.S.
 would allow the
 Weekly 
to print only two
 more issues. 
After  that, she said,
 the Weekly 
will  die unless 
other  
funding is found. 
Pitta said readers will
 miss the newspaper. 
"We have a 
pretty strong
 readership,"
 she said. 
"Eventually
 if the 






 and the 
journalism
 students will 
miss it It's 
been taken
 for granted." 
Weekly
 editors 
and  staffers 
have  called the
 Weekly a 
second






for it before or after their required stint 
on
























Pitta  said 
the 




















































































































age  of 
Reaganomics,




























































































































It is seen as one 
way  to help solve the 
problem of recruitment
 and retention of 
Chicano
 students on 
this
 campus. 
But it could be much more than that.
 
The Chicano Resource Center was the 
dream of many Chicano organizations. There 
were a series of confrontations between 
students and former Library Director Harold 
Olsen. 
But through mediation, patience and a 
little luck,  the space became available, the 
money
 given, the dream 
made
 a reality. 
"In the past, 
we




 bodies not 
knowing 










 the facts, very few 
of us 
went to the 






and hopes of Chicano 
people 
here  can be seen 
in
 the center. But 
struggles 
should never cease
 and hopes 
should
 not be 
laid 
aside because the 
project
 overcame some 
stubborn, 
anachronistic  attitudes at 
SJSU. 
It is up to the 
same
 people who helped 
create the 
center




 in the '60s 
but  was 
disbanded  in a few years 
because of lack of 
use. 
The use of this center will be the true 
test 
of its value. Not taking
 advantage of this boom 
would be a 
shame,  a loss, a defeat for those 
who fought for its creation. 
Chicanos, and minorities in general. 
haven't been given an even break in the past. 
It is up to them to make this work -- to take 
advantage of past struggles. 
"We should not forget what we've done 
before," Guzman said in his speech.
 








I read the Forum 
page on af-
lirmative action
 ( Nov. 1) with 
great  
interest.
 It is rare to find 












action; it does no 
justice 
to discuss so 
complex  an 
issue in 
so little words. 
However. I 
would like to 
bring to light 
some 
vital  points 
which  seem 
to be 
neglected







 purely on 
race
 and sex. 




 more to the 
high cost of 
in-
formation.  







having  no 
inex-
pensive  way to 












 if given 
the information,
 would hire
 the most 
efficient
 workers 





 doing so 




interested  in 
pursuing  
this 
further,  read 
Richard  Posner's 
"The 




 point is a 
highly 
emotional one. 
















Jews  and the 
Japanese.  
Surely 
culture and the 
work  
ethic has
 something to 
do with it. 
Unfortunately,  





 racial ills; in the
 end, the 
individual  must 





 was made by 
Samuel
 D. Henry: 
human  ob-
jectivity  is 
impossible,
 no matter 
how 
hard  one tries; we 
cannot and 




 but you 
are probably
 giving better grades 
than merit allows 
to those "beautiful 
girls"  in your 
classes,
 if only sub-
consciously. 
In the 
future,  let's see more 
balanced coverage of 
political
 and 
social issues in the Daily. It is one
 
thing to state
 the editorial opinion, 
but please try as much as 
possible  
not to carry 
this  opinion into the 
selection of articles and cartoons. 
As noted above,
 total objectivity 
is impossible, but how can we 
rationally decide on 
issues like af-
firmative action by only reading one 





Laurie,  get to the 
back 
of
 the bus 
NNE 
Undoubtedly Professor Laurie 
didn't
 grow up in the South during 
the time when most minorities were 
being persecuted for their skin color. 
the slant of their 
eyes, or because 
they didn't happen to believe in 
Jesus
 Christ. 
What does he think the Civil 
Rights Movement for? Certainly it 
was not to get TV exposure or to get 
hit on the head 
with  billy clubs or to 
have
 some over -zealous cop drag 
you off and put you in jail. The Civil 




 that were 
occurring
 in our society. 
Professor Laurie didn't have to 
sit in the back of the 
bus, or drink 
from a 
different
 water fountain 
because he happened to 
have
 a 
different skin color. 
Nor did he have 
to face job 
discrimination  because 
November













he came from a different country, or 
because some of 
his ancestors were 
not from the same 
continent
 as those 
of the person doing the hiring. 
Of course, 




are  still 
having 
difficulties 
getting  into 
school








 rate for 
black 
workers in August
 of this year was
 
18.8 














Who in the hell does 
he think he 
is 
anyway? If he really wants to find 
out about affirmative
 action let him 




 affirmative action is 
very necessary,
 and that it should be 
spoken of with the 
greatest
 respect, 




 of the past, but 
it 
may help mitigate future 
problems minorities will face.
 I 
agree that 
affirmative  action is not 
the panacea that most people think it 
is. But until 
someone
 finds a better 
way of helping minorities acquire 
equal opportunity,
 I believe all of us 
should  try to make it work. 
Everyone has an opinion, but it 
is my belief that Professor Laurie 
doesn't know
 what he is talking 
about. His statement
 is analogous to 
saying that there
 is no danger or 
pain when a woman 
delivers  a baby. 
He doesn't
 know because he cannot 
experience the pain or 
the trauma. 
And he never will because he is a 
man. He cannot
 say that affirmative 
action is good or bad because 
he will 






Clark Library is an 
oven and
 a freezer 
Mot 
Well, they have finally done it! 
In this age of technological marvels, 
some
 determined person has come 




























warm  months, the 
people 
inside are cooked to a 
golden brown. 
As I look 








 letter but 
it is the best 
1 can come up with in 
sub -zero
 




 to type with gloves 
on. 
I understand the 
only  problem 
facing Gail 
Fullerton,  et al, is 
miniaturizing 
the new library so 
we 
can all 




















Letters to the Mailbag, 
Letters  should be 








are  gladly 
Sc- 




hits  at 
election
 time 





 you!" Then 
he
 had the nerve 
to tell us 
exactly how
 he was going 
to do it -- by 
taking
 over, not 
with
 arms, but 
slowly,
 from the inside.










really stuck. It didn't 
scare  me as much as it 
angered me. I 
thought,  "Over my dead body!" 
And I still feel that way. 
In all honesty. I've probably 
brought a 
bit of paranoia along with 
me
 through the years. 
It surfaces at election time, just like the 
alarm clock 
goes off 
every  morning at 6:30, until 
my
 body 
automatically wakes up at 6:30
 on the nose. and I reach up 
and turn it off before it goes "BZZZZ," 
because I hate that 
noise. 
It's the same
 thing at election time. I get the sample 
ballot and the pamphlet giving
 the pros and cons of the 
issues in 
the  mail, and my brain goes on "red 
alert." It 
triggers that foreboding 
in my subconscious! 
As I read the 
issues,
 I go over all the 
fundamental 
principles  of our 
democracy
 in my head. The
 separation of. 
church and state;
 the system of 
checks
 and balances; 
the 
existence of 
two houses, the 
Senate and the 
House  of 
Representatives;
 the way 





 area and population,
 are equally 
represented; 
and,
 the three branches 
of our government - 
- judicial, 
executive  and 
legislative. 
Our forefathers 
were no dummies. 
The system is a 
good 
one.  It's better in practice 
and theory than any other
 
system. I want 
to keep it, improve it -- 
but  not drastically 
change it. 
Since  Nixon and Watergate, 
I've
 thought presidents 
have a little 
too much power. I don't 
like
 big business 
lobbyists influencing 
the  votes of our elected represen-
tatives. 
But basically, we've got a good deal. 
When I went through the issues, I'll have to admit that 
I didn't ponder questions like, "Shall 
we
 return the bottles 
for five cents, or throw them away?" I read it. I vote. 
That's it. Those things have to do with capitalism --
money,
 profits, business. 
People
 vote. Big business doesn't. 
When I hear that less than 50 percent of the country's 
registered voters turned out at the polls,
 and that it was 
considered a "good" turnout, it makes me wonder what 
the other people were  doing that was so damn important. 
It makes me remember Khrushchev 
again, and what 
he said a long time ago.
 
'How do you like 




Asked in front of the 
Dining  Commons. 
"I don't. Their ribs 
were 
really
 lousy. They are 
like bones
 with no meat. 
They just try to cover them 
up with
 their sauce. 
Usually the food here 
stinks. They 
have  omelets 
once a week and that's 
usually pretty 
good. That's 
usually about the 
best
 thing 
to have for breakfast. Their 
lunches aren't 
too bad 








 pretty good. 
Dinners I 
don't care for. 








food,  I 
guess,
 is OK. 
I'm 
kind











bad  so 
this










































best part of it. I lived  in an 
apartment a while back 
and you'd have to cook and 
clean up, go shopping and 
stuff like that. So it took a 
lot of time. You can eat as 
much as you want.
 It's kind 
of fattening
 food, too, so 

























trying  a 
new thing













































































































assistant Petrie Ridley 
(right)
 helps Steven 
Salgueto at the 
writing




























 when to 
















aimed  at 






 of the lab.
 
It 





















































course it ( the















English  class 
work only 
in the lab 
itself." 
"We 
get  students 
who are 






























"However,"  Hearn 
said.
 "the majority of 
referrals 
come from the 
English Department.
 Some faculty 
members
 even bring their 




 about one-third of 
all  English IA 
students 
have been exposed 
to
 the writing lab. 
She added that 
100W students also 
make use of the 
lab. "They
 aren't used to 
writing,  and all of a 
sudden  
they
 have to do a lot 
of it," Hearn said.
 "They haven't 
concentrated on it 
before  and it becomes 
a big chore." 
Tutors are also available to the students who come 
to the
 lab, she said. The tutors help the students with 
simple sentences and
 progress to complex sentences. 
sentence logic and finally to sentence style. 
Remedial
 students are tutored 
in subject -verb 
agreement,  idioms 
and punctuation. 
The tutors work 
with 
them  on improving 
their  skills and they 
must pass 
a test 
for  each unit they complete. 
As students
 advance in the 
writing  lab, they move 
to essays and paragraph 
writing,  Hearn said. 
The 
writing
 lab is located 
in Sweeney Hall,
 rm. 229 
and opens 












associate  dean of student services, will 
replace Charles Whitcomb as ombudsman this summer. 
Saffold willbe training with Whitcomb on a part-time 
basis during the spring semester. 
The university ombudsman is the impartial agent who
 
investigates
 concerns expressed by staff, students and 
faculty. He also screens cases for the 
academic  fairness 
and student grievance committees. 
The ombudsman is appointed by 
SJSU
 President Gail 
Fullerton 
and  serves a three-year term with a possible 
extension to a fourth year. 
Whitcomb will finish his fourth year as ombudsman 
this spring. When Whitcomb 
first accepted the position he 
' 'didn't realize 
how  important it is to have a place where 
students  can go when they are frustrated by a 
problem."
 
Whitcomb said he has 
learned how important it is for 
the faculty to 
know  the procedures and policies which 
pertain  to students. 
"Being ombudsman was a tremendous experience 
and one
 that if I had to do it all over again I would," 
Whitcomb said. 
Although Whitcomb enjoyed being 
ombudsman,  he is 
eager to return to instructing  in -recreation 
and  leisure 
studies. 
Whitcomb is also looking forward to 
working  with 
Saffold during spring. The 
instruction
 Whitcomb will give 
to Saffold will be mostly "sharing experiences and 
working on projects together." Whitcomb said. 
Saffold is 
looking forward to his new post as om-
budsman. "It's a new challenge," Saffold said. 
He added 
that he is excited about the 
opportunity  to work with 
Whitcomb.  
"Charlie Whitcomb and I are good 
friends and pretty 
close colleagues," Saffold said. "I have spoken with him 
periodically about the job." 
Fullerton announced the appointment of Saffold at 
Monday's Academic Senate meeting. Fullerton com-
mended 
Whitcomb  for a good job and said that Saffold will 












































































































































































































































































































began  in 
1975. 
is ap-
proximately 1,757. Of the 
students 
who enroll, 83 





 at SJSU 
find it difficult
 to offer a 
































 can take in at one 
time."  
Other departments 
offering one or two classes 




 creative arts and 
elementary education. 
The School of Business, 
however, is offering 
21 
courses, the most classes of 
any department
 par-
ticipating in the January 
session. 
a e 2 2 2 2 W.. 
 
zre t e 





and  4:30-10:30 
Fri -Sat for their special dinners.
 







2 Fresh Vegetables & Entrees
 







 peer. No one has 
greater joy in 
sharing
 
the bounty of this 
earth,  
as
 new dishes come out of 








For Reservations 12th & Santa 






Heater unit  breakdowns  





By  Bruce Barton 
Tuesday's rain did more than get 
everybody  wet. It 
also brought on the realization 
for many faculty members 
and students that anything that can go wrong, will. And 
when heating systems were turned on in 




 than a 
few didn't work. 
Tom McGinley, associate director of Plant 
Operations, said Plant Operations has had its 
hands  full, 
repairing broken heating 
systems
 around campus. He 
cited the Business Tower and Classrooms, the 
Engineering Buildi g, the first floor 
of
 Wahlquist Library, 
and Duncan Hall, rm. 135, as major problems. 
"We're so 
backlogged,
 it may take a day or two just to 
get everybody," McGinley said, adding 
that the major 
reason for the equipment breakdown has to do with the 
systems being too 
old. 
McGinley said that 
after  a long warm weather spell, 
when the heating systems are not being used, they 
tend to 
get  "rusty," so that when the weather turns cold and 
they're turned back on. "a lot of problems develop." 
He said the two major problems with the systems 
involved automatic valves and automatic damper 
control
 
motors, but added that it takes a long time for workers to 
detect the problem and then make  repairs, whether the 
repairs involve the replacement of a valve or even a whole 
system.  
Edd Burton. assistant dean of the School of Science, 
said the "inadequate ventilation" system in Duncan Hall, 
rm. 135, has not been fixed in the nine years since SJSU 
purchased the building in 1973. Burton said the system 
often provides too much heat or no heat at all to the I00 
seat lecture hall. 
Don Myronuck, associate dean of the School of 
Engineering, said the heat is out in "the old section" of the 
Engineering
 Building, 
but added that 
people had 
com-
plained  to him that
 other parts of 




Myronuck  also 
blamed  the old 
age of the 
heating  
system as a cause
 of the breakdown.
 
"It  gets pretty 
inconvenient  typing
 with cold 
hands."
 
he said,  but 




immmpmEmon   







(heaters)  tend 
to 
get  'rusty,' so 
when  
the 





. . . problems develop; 
Plant Operations 
I 
and his crew 









 buildings  still 
arise  
because the U.S.
 Department of Energy 
asks that building 
temperatures  be limited 
to a maximum of 
65 degrees. 
"I don't know
 about you, but I 














































































of the lack 
of lighting 
in the 





any  events. 
But  Henry 
S. Orbach,












 Plasma Center can 
heip 
 $10 per
 plasma donation 
 Students only, 1-4
 p.m. 





















 and  
operations.  
said  the scope
 of the 
project






obligation  on 








Evans  said 
he had 
received  




for  lights, but 
added it 
would  be up to 
the  
Program 
Board  Welt to 
use  its own 









could  not be 














"It's all over 
with from a 
facilities point








































































FOR MEN & WOMEN 
San Pedro 
Square  
22 N. Almaden Ave., San Jose. CA 95110 



























By Joanna Cote 




































































gifts  are 
two 
depart-
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and  the 
bookstore  then
































































 off one of many 
SJSU
 clothing
 items a iacket 






















dolls  for 






































































 and even 
blue and 
gold umbrellas for $13.95. 
"We want to satisfy 
students' needs so they 
don't have
 to go too far 
from campus," Railsback 
said. 
According to Ron 
Duval, bookstore manager, 
about three years ago 
the 
bookstore
 decided to ex-
pand the line of clothes it 
offers. 
Because
 the store 
almost breaks even on the 
sale of textbooks, it wanted 
to offset the overhead by 
making
 a small profit on 
clothing.  
"We don't 



















You  get 
a 
shopping 






s t u d e n t D i s C o u n t w i t h
 



























 the choices 
she 








tries  to find a 
variety 












lavender  and 
bright  fuchsia. Craig 
also 
tries to 
duplicate  adult 
clothes items in toddler 







almost  endless. 
There







unicorns,  each 
with SJSU printed 
on it in 
some form or another. 
The 
most popular 









both men's and women's, 
range in 
price  from $8.50 to 
$10.95. Sweatshirts, 
both 














University  Police 
detained  SJSU 
football  player 
Brian 
Keith  Hawkins 
for
 driving the wrong
 way down 
the one-way
 parking zone 









agency had a 





 petty theft. 
Police did not 
know  which 
county
 requested the 
arrest. 
Hawkins. 23, was 
taken to Santa Clara
 County Jail 
and booked on the theft charges.
 
He did not
 resist arrest, 









A San Jose youth was taken into custody Monday
 
after he allegedly used 
a quarter attached to a piece of 




said the 14 -year -old used the same 
quarter  





 to his parents' home and no 
charges 
were  filed. 
Transient
 charged with 
burglary  
University  Police 
arrested
 a 42 -year -old 
transient  
after two
 vending machines in 
the Student Union 
cafeteria were
 broken into Sunday 
morning.  
Sgt. Larry Martwick
 said he saw a man  
pry open 
two machines with a screwdriver
 and take $92.96 in 
change. 
"Although
 the Student Union 
was  closed and the 
lights were out, he 
was  illuminated by a light from a 
candy machine,"
 said Martwick, who 
was patrolling 
nearby at the time. 
After the man 









































A quarrel between two 
Washburn  Hall residents 
erupted at 3:15 a.m. 
Saturday  when one resident ac-
cused the other 
of
 dumping a 25 -gallon trash
 can of 
water in his 
dorm  room, according to 
University  
Police.  
No arrests were 
made. 
Police said one resident complained that his room 
had 
been
 drenched with the water. He grabbed another 
resident
 by the shirt collar, threatened him physically 
and erroneously accused him of instigating the act, the 
police report stated. 
No complaint was made by either party after 
police discussed the incident with the two involved and 





Employees in the 




system was taken from rm.
 247 sometime  
Wednesday night or 
Thursday  mornng. 
The  system consists of 
a turntable, two speakers
 
and
 an amplifier, and is valued at $639.
 
University  Police said the 
room was not 
burglarized and 
someone  with a door 
key  could have 
taken the system. 
"There was
 no forced entry, and 
there are a lot of 
keys 







Lunsford  said doors 
are  sometimes left 
unlocked  
and that's when most
 thefts occur. 
"People aren't security





Police have no suspects in the 
case 
Financial Aid to 





SJSU's Financial Aid 
Office  will move to Wahlquist 
Library South, rm.
 208, Nov. 15. 
"Our offices
 will be closed in order to 
move,  from 
Nov. 15 to Nov. 17," said Don Ryan,
 director of financial 
aid. "We will reopen
 on Thursday, the 18th." 
Ryan said students who are having problems 
should
 
call the office before
 the 15th or after the 18th. 
The new office will be completely refurbished, with 




The  only 
disadvantage  to 
the










 or ramp for 
their use, until
 plans can be 
made to 
use  the 
elevator
 in the library



























































































BSEE  GRADUATE? 




January,  '83? 
Investigate  STEPS, a 
unique opportunity 
for career 
success in technical sales 
and marketing, with the 
Farinon
 Divisional 
Harris  Corporation 
on




 a Special Training 
& Experience in 
P r o l e s s i o n a l
 
Sales  is a 9
-month 
program  which 
offers in. 
itial 
company  orientation and 
sales skills training, 
a 














a Sales Engineer,  you will utilize 
your sound 
technical education and 
combine  sales skills & 
ability






industry.  BSEE, strong com-
munications skills 
and  the initiative to chart a sales 
career
 with a 




with the Harris Corporation,
 you'll be part 
of 
a Fortune 
300  Company with 1982 
sales of 
81.7 









 and markets state-
ofthe-art 
analog  and digital microwave telecom 












 now, Call 
of
 
write  Judy  Thompson Cook 
to schedule an appointment, or for more informa-
tion. Farinon Division/Marris Corporation, 1891 Bay-








School of Social Work. 
Schaffer
 and Wagner 
are co-directors of a cross-
cultural study of single 




Anglo backgrounds in an 
urban environment. 
Wagner is a cultural 
anthropologist who is in-
terested in ethnic groups 
and 
social  networks -- the 
informal support systems 
in communities. Schaffer's 
fields of 
interest  are 
women's issues, education 
and 
psychology.  
For survey purposes, 
the women
 were divided 
into three 
categories: 
Mexicanas, Chicanas and 
Anglos. Wagner
 defined the 
groupings: Mexicanas are 
women born and  raised in 
Mexico, who later moved 
here but still identify with 
Mexican  values;  
Chicanas  
are U.S.-born women of 
Mexican descent
 who tend 
to 



































wanted to take part." 
The 
women  ranged 
in 
age 




 were in 








 who participated 
in 






 on a 
relatively 











 chose the 
small -group option
 rather 
than interviewing 2,000 
women 
and only getting 
superficial information. 
The first two years of 
the study 
were the "data 




completed and the study is 
now in its third year. the 
"data analysis 
stage."  The 
survey area included Santa 
Clara 
County and up to,
 but 
not including,
 Palo Alto. 
The San Jose area was 
chosen because the plight 
of single women
 here is 
especially 
acute, according 
to the study's preliminary 
findings. Rents are among 
the highest in the country 
because of the closeness
 of 
"Silicon Valley," and the 
low economic level of 
single 
mothers  combined 
with discriminattion
 ny 
landlords against tenants 





This is the 
clustering  
of female family heads in a 
few census tracts 
such
 as in 
some areas
 of San Jose. 
Approximately 
20 percent 
of San Jose's population
 is 
Hispanic
 and 15 percent of 
these 












 out on July 1, 
1983. 
"We used all ways to 





bilingual fliers to local 
schools. The children took 
them home and 
interested 
mothers returned the at-
tached postcards. The 
coordinators contacted all 
social agencies in the 
county and also had 
community 
outreach 
workers refer women to the 
study. The 
participants 
were told they would 






















 the  cup! 
*Pliable 




 in the 






One  Sweet 










According to Wagner, 
there  was a rapid response 
from Anglo women. The 
Chicanas' 
response  was 
slower and the Mexicanas' 
was 
the hardest to get. 
"We really had to get 
out there and work for 
them," 
Wagner said. 
Often it is hard to get 
ethnic minorities to 
par-
ticipate, he explained. This 
may be because they tend 
to 
be very private about 
personal matters,  
especially
 when someone 
from an Anglo 
university  




interviewed twice and was 
paid $30 for a 
total of four 
hours. A 
person  of the same 
ethnic 
background asked 









































































































































































!Aided  McIntyre 
The



















need  only 
to defeat the hapless 









 it was picked 
Lady Spartan









: It was business as usual in practice Wednesday 
af-
ternoon for 
the  Lady 
Spartan  volleyball team 
after a hard. 
(ought
 3-1 loss to the University of the Pacific Tuesday 
night. 
SJSU is preparing for its final home appearance 
Saturday
 night
 -- a non
-conference  
match  against 
Pepperdine -- before next Tuesday's NorPac finale at 
California.
 
The  Lady Spartans have 15 
conference  points 
and are tied with UOP for first place. Cal is second with 14 
points.
 
 "We showed 
that we could play with them," freshman 
Lisa Ice said after
 the UOP loss. 
Ice kept the Lady Spartans in the match, adding 20 
kills to her team -leading 122. SJSU won the first game, but 
crucial mistakes in the late stages of  the other three 
games gave UOP the opportunity to control the match. 
"Everybody plays well against us," said UOP coach 
Terry Liskevych. "We're used to the tough pressure. I tell 
the girls (to pretend to) 
drop a curtain on the net, so they 
don't 
care who's on the other side." 
SJSU, which fell 3-0 
to
 UOP in the season opener, 
improved its team hitting percentage to .190 after an .047 
in the first meeting. The Lady Spartans also cut down on 
their 
service
 and receiving errors. 
"I'm not surprised by San 
Jose







 team, rolled a national -best 299 
to 
capture the West Coast Collegiate 
Bowling  Team 
Championships  last 
weekend
 at UC-Davis. 
The Spartans, who finished fourth
 in the national 
championships last 
year.  looked sharp in their 1982 debut. 
"We're definitely stronger or as strong as last 
year,"
 
said Dave Hewitt, who coaches the team
 along with Steve 
Wotherspoon.
 "We've got 
more depth." 
SJSU, competing in its 15th season of bowling, fielded 
two teams in the Baker format tournament at Davis. (In 
the Baker format, the scores
 of five individual bowlers in 
one
 game combine to form the team score.) The "blue" 
team won





 go all the way," said senior Mark 
Pasquale, a member of the blue team. The others are 
John Myers. Joe 
Rizzuto,
 Derrick Mertz and Jeff 
Williams. 
The gold team is compsed of Chester Siao, John 
Lynly, Mark Barretto, Ea Lee and Chris Clapper. Ted 
Hoffman, who is injured, is also a member of the gold 
team.  
SJSU competes in a NorCal Intercollegiate Masters 



























 with a 
contract 









 the 35 -
year
-old six


































 to be paid
 up front. 
Owner 
Jerry  Buss 













 with the 
$2.2 million
 annual 
salary  of  
Moses
 






Collins.  agent 
for the 
Lakers'










 us an 
offer and 
we



























to offer a 
realistic 
salary,  fine. 
Kareem  
loves 
California  ; 
this  is 
home
 now." 
said. "It was a question of them playing together. 
However, if six of our 10 players are on, we'll beat 
anybody." 
UOP's Eileen Dempster proved to be a thorn in 
SJSU's side. Dempster
 hit .500 with 13 kills, including 
three shots to break open the final game. 
"It's going 
to get tougher, not easier," said SJSU's 





























































tradition  of 
excellence,  
quality  and 








 will help 
you  
make a 
choice  that 




















































23-0,  took 
over 


































field in the 
Californa  Bowl,
 







from Saturday when they 
travel 
to Las Vegas to face 
the UNLV rebels. 
The Bowling 
Green' 
Fresno State pairing seems 
inevitable in 
that  Eastern 
Michigan, the Falcons' 
opponent this Saturday, 




snapped the longest major 
college losing streak at 27 
games by 
edging  the Kent 
State Golden Flashes 9-7 at 
home last 
Saturday.  
The  Hurons rode three 
Bob Hirshmann field goals 
to their first triumph since 
defeating the Bowling 
Green Falcons











- and Records 
138 E. 
SANTA  










Michigan  is 
now











































































at Kent State, Miami at 




Since the Bulldogs 
have already
 claimed top 
honors in the PCAA. three 
teams are now involved in 
a race for the second
 place 
position. Strangely enough, 
the team
 which has finshed 
third during each 










 this  
Saturday and closes 
out 
the 


















































 a few good college 
students  and graduates who 
can fill the shoes of a 
Marine Corps Officer. 
That's  a pretty tall 
order. Because it 
means leading other 
Marines. Being a leader
 of the finest. Being 
responsible for their 




 no civilian job can
 offer you at 26. It's 
something very few 
people  can ever 
measure
 up to. 
For those few who 
do meet our standards
 and have the drive 
to
 be a Marine Officer,
 we offer tuition 
assistance
 in the NROTC, 
Platoon 
Leaders Class (PLC),
 even a chance to 
join
 the Marine Reserve 
while you're still in 
college.  If you think 



































 prepares to 
cut





 USF. SJSU 
has no chance





























































































































































to have your 
playoff
 hopes ended with 
only




















































































































 soccer coach Julius 
Menendez said, "but we got 
beat by a very good team in 
USF. They have some very 
good players. They've lost
 
only one game and 
are the 
No. 5 team in the nation." 
Led by senior 
forward 
Glen Van Straatum, 
who 
scored all three of the 
Dons  first half 
goals.  USF 
jumped off to an early 1-0 
lead 13 minutes into the 



























































































Is perfect from 
the field 7 -of -7 en route to 
a 20 -point performance. 
"I am very optimistic 
about e upcoming season 
after watching 
the  first 
Blue -White scrimmage," 
said 
SJSU
 basketball coach 
Bill Berry. "There was 
a 
lot of hustle out on the court 
and both teams 
played  with 
a lot of intensity. We'll be a 
lot stronger this year of-
fensively. I 
think this 
year's team is also going to 




































































 at a 
team 







 if it had 
been 








 four or 
five















demanded  a 
vote,  
several
 of us 
did,  but 
we 



























 ol Science 
Fiction
 in &snit ha;
 
BARGAINS  BY 
THE 100's 
ON
 OUR SALE 
TABLES 
The County's 









EVES&WEF:li  ENT iS 243.424,2 
IFVENS CREEK AT 
WINCIIF:STER  141.11i 
When the 
sun  goes 
down.
 
Domino's  Pizza 
gets busy 
preparing
 the most 
convenient fast food you 




the number,  





That's  all it 
takes, 
and  we 
never
 charge
 for delivery 




















Marvin  said Raider player
 representative 
Mike Davis was instructed
 to inform union officials the 
team would accept the offer with minor changes. 
Players for the New 
Orleans Saints, Los Angeles 
Rams
 and Houston Oilers all inlicated 
they were ready to 
accept a management
 offer and end the walkout that 
has 
forced cancellation of half of the 1982-83 
regular season --
112 games in all.
 
"We didn't like the part that 
they
 would cut the roster 
from 49 to 45 players,"
 Marvin said. "And also that 
some  
of the things in the career adjustment
 pay need to be 
refined. Otherwise, 
basically, it's a dynamite contract. 
"I stood up at the 
meeting  and said I didn't want to be 
led like a 





 we should say so rather than 
make it 
sound like 
we totally rejected it. I bet a lot of players 
feel
 
the same way around the league and I wish they would 
stand 
up
 and be counted so we can get back to playing 
football."
 
"I don't know what
 player rep Davis told the union, 
but we certainly didn't totally reject management's 
proposal," said halfback Kenny King. 
"This is a proposal that has 
a lot of good points and 
some bad ones." said center Steve Sylvester. "Under the 
circumstances, with no pay  for so long, my first reaction 
would be to take the money and run. But realistically, it 
does need work. So let's work on it, not toss it aside." 
National Football League Players Association head 
Ed Garvey says every team in the league rejected the 















 off a large
 16 







One  coupon 




























 2 GRAND 
PRIZE WINNERS Win 411 all 














 PRIZE WINNERS  
am 
a KO,. 









have Improved our 
shooting." 
The White Squad, 
which led 32-22 at the 
half,  
had five players in double 
figures 
and made 57.4 
percent of its 
shots  from 
the field. 




who  scored in 
double figures were for-
ward Kevin
 Bowland 1151, 






"Naturally, I was 
pleased  with 
the  play of 
Chris McNealy but I was 
also pleased with Paul 
Phifer 'a offensive 
production," Berry said. 
Junior guard Darrell 
Johnson paced the Blue 
Squad with 17 points. Of his 
17, nine came from the 
free-throw line where he 




Warner added 15 points and 
center Greg Vinson con-
tributed 12 points while 
pulling down 10 rebounds. 
"For the most part, all 
the returnees played the
 
way I thought they would 
and could," Berry said. 
"New guys whose play 
really caught 
my eye in-
cludes that of the Blue 
Squad's Darrell Johnson 
and Gavin Copeland.
 
Meanwhile, Vic Watson 
didn't look too 
bad for a 
freshman." 
According to Berry, in 
between
 now and 
the  next 
Blue -White 
scrimmage, at 
7p.m.  Nov. 17 in 
the  
Spartan Gym, the 
Spartans  













 we were 
going  to give them a run 
for 
their money




 who has 
scored 16 goals in the last
 
15 games, 
put the Dons up 
2-1 with a little 
over
 eight 





























































































out  to 
Ray 




from 23 -yards 
out and back 
Robert Magalhaes tallied 
the Dons' final goal with an 


















he had the 
ball he was 






 forward Chris McNealy goes up for two of his 21 points in Tuesday night's Blue 
White inhasquad 
basketbaN  scrimmage. The White Squad won the game 8784. McNealy scored
 13 
of his 21 points in the second half. The 
nest Blue White scrimmage is set for nest Wednesday at 7 















































Stadium.  The 
liters




-Las Vegas at 
home and end 
the  year by 




Other PCAA results 
last 
Saturday  saw Long 
Beach State narrowly beat 
Pacific  32-31; UNLV rally 
past Colorado Site 
36-31 
and Utah
 State being 
swamped 42-10 by Utah in a 
designated conference 

























































































































































 nursing career with 






coast -to -coast. 
Find out




Call now, there 















Become a Pert of the 
Future. 
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YOUR  BOOKS 
AND 
RECORDS.,  
Recycle  Books 
and 
Records  138 
East Sant 
Clara. 
between  3r11 








used  hooks and record 
Please  call for 




BICYCLE  REPAIRS 
Fall  inexpensive 
and well 










 YSIS CLINIC Unwented 
heir rmoved 
permenntly  










PLAN  tor students 
Enroe 
Now,





AS office or Phone 371 
6811  




or using chernicia 
depilltones Let we 
permemMlY
 
remove your unwanted heir ICI*, 




 sludenw and 
faculty
 Call before 
Nov  30 1982 
and get












Tod*,  Gone 





Suite C Campbell. COI 95008 
WOMENoHow







heard of  Cervical 
Cop,  Available 
Cl 3 bay AN.
 clinics For m 
formation
 cell 14151444 























TYPING  SERVICE 408 738 
4558 Reports 
Screenplays 
Appraisals Charts. °whs. etc 
Swelling corrected Professional lob 
al ressonoble rotes
 Sunnyvale. off 
Lawrence Lk Rood
 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING V., 
experienced in term 
papers 
minters
 themes senior theses and 
resumes Remonable rates Memo 
call Jeannie 274 1975 
TYPING THAT S TOPS TRUST TONY 
IBM Select°, II Available seve,, 
dense week Fast Guaranteed 
SO/MCII 296 2087 
TYPING $ 1 25/paga Fesnaccurete 
won. on IBM Correcting
 Selectrw 




 CO before 10 
pm 283 8365 
TECHNICAL TYPING. dissertationr.  
moons by Stanford Univers., 
ser'y in my 
S.









COMPETENT T I C 
SERVICE All formals Choice of 
type 
sue and styles Gen Ed In 
Gradmtes Lacer. nt 
Good Sam 
Hospital Cambrian/5G area Pal 
356 2085 
LADY IN WAITING Weitong for typing 
ony kind I work cheap Try Me 
Slight speech dIfficuhy definitely 
not drunk, 287 4355 eller 1 pm 
60N 3rd. no 823 
ACCURATE









 OR WORD PROCESSING on 
IBM 












Business  moons 




  d 
dead.. guaranteed
 Experienced 






 5.1 11 South 
San Jose/Blossom 
Valley  area Call 
























































































































EVA'S PROF TYPING SERVICE 
Thesis  lerm 
papers.
 Setters 
reeirmes No rob too 
weal/ 
Dtscounl pickup and delivery on 
range
 lobs Reguler 
















Ml Cell Sharon 14081 
926 9224 between 5 p 
m 10 30 
p m 










 in term 
papers and resumes 





25!pege  Idouble spaced! 
1 WM 
90 wpm 
have  10 year,
 




 N Fast in 
curate and 
professions!  1 day 
somata most cases &dieter -non 
guarentead  378 3869 
TYPING-
 Thesis term papers etc 
Expertenced and fast Reasonable
 
Hain Phone 269 8674 
GET 
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done by word 
processor
 Fast 









 typist So 
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two 
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theses. reports






formals From 51 
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 per douhle 
sowed ewe 













 Graduate School 
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on IBM Selectric 
II 
special...nu  in term 
papers 
resumes 
tenets etc I look lot
 
ward to 
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rates 
professional
 quality The Magit 




 You done type, Don't 
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results  al 
 special




TYPING  Toon papers business letters. 
au Chock 
IRI0IIO IT 50/pg IBM 
Correcting 
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14081370  2687 
HOUSING 
hi,F ROOMMATE 
WANTED  3 hi 
Vrctonen 




and dryer NICP 




RENT 5 people close to 
campus Partially furrushed S 700 
rent C45 
298  0748 
STUDIO APT 121 WNW. pod 2 
blocks to 
campus  5275 529S 







WHAT KIND OF 
HOUSING  can two 
students
 find for 
5265!mo  each 






our loaunously huge 2 hr 2 ha 
aprs Almost 1000 
so ft 01 




Only 1 Mr swayl III a 





for  1 
cop
 per apt MK 
gum
 
bldg for the %OHMIC student 
Call 292 5452 for appointment
 
FEMALE IIMMTE WANTED SJ Stem 




 ILI Washer 
dr 
no.
 Icilottee included 
$200ornth 5100 
depoert 
CaN  Sue 
274
 7849 alter
 6p m 
FREE APARTMENT LOCATOR Service 
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 Con FOMMOO 
betel and Corr Furnit ur e 
Cleararwe  
Centers  4995 
Stevens  
Creek Blvd Santa Clam Two 




NOW RENTING le 
P.m Trianon 72 N 
5th S .1 Residence 
Club 202 S 
11th  Mother Olson's Inn 122 N 
8th Paid utilmes 
















yelICIMIS warm spirit shared 
560 per wwk Smola 1185 par 
week 435 deposit Office 122 N 
13M 998 0223 
ANNOUNCEMENTS  
SCHOLARSHIP SOURCES by 
comport. tip 
to 25 Fee 528 
College 





 rep Just tell a 
friend shoot 
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moved.
 Our store the only source
 
ol 
MU hooks in the area. is 
now in 
Moor  quarters ai 
950S Fast SI 
We are a large well stocked
 store 
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Mock
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CREME YOUP OWN BUTTONS 
51 00 
PERSONAL  GRAFFITI, It's 
so easy Just 
take a 4.4 peer, 
of paper  drew n 2 14,1, merle
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the center Than ustny colored 
pens etc Mew 0010 design 
and/or print your niessam Mail 
your norm address phone no and 
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work  with 8100 plus 
50C 
postage end banditti,' pm button 
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SALESPEOPLE PART TIME 
Cali m. 
Inn offices Show business ords 
moth mw color photo priming 
envelopes Good 
Comm  possible 
356 4636 395 2636 
SALES Part tme 
marketing imprinted 
products
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$40 00  10 lines $55 00  15 lines $70 00 
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 DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
San Jose State 
University 
San 
Jose, California 95192 
CIssaNisrl  Desk 
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Centner,  a 
soprano  




 the aria 
"Caro 
name























tenor,  graduated 















Ealy performed in 
Puccini's "Gianni 
Schicchi"
 and Barab's "Chanticleer" for 
the COT while at SJSU. 
The competition was the Mozarteuni 
festival in Salzburg, the
 hometown of 
clasfical
 composer of Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozart. 
Mozart wrote 
several operas during 
his life, including "Don Giovanni" 
and  
"The Marraige of Figaro." 




Summer  Academy of the 
School for Music and Dramatic Arts. 
Dalis said that other 
graduates  of the 
COT had 
also found success after their
 
college careers. 
Ron Williams, a bass and 1982 SJSU
 
graduate, now sings with the 
Michigan 
Opera 
Company. and Mary Enman,
 
another graduate, is working with 
Mereola,  a feeder program to the San 
Francisco 
Opera. 
Two former COT 
performers and 
SJSU graduates, Carol Rohr and Barbara 
Reiter, have made the finals in the 
Metropolitan 
Opera  auditions in New 
York. 
"When
 I retired from the Met and 
came here and took this position," said 
Dabs. "I said. . . maybe 
the only 
message I'll have is to tell 
my
 kids. . . if I 
could do it, anybody can do it. 
"I graduated from San Jose State and 
I went out and made 
an international 




 Student Health Service will 
have a 
cancer prevention
 clinic 8:30 p.m. 
today  at 
Royce Hall in the formal 
lounge.  For more 
information, 






Tau Bela Pi, IEEE, Eta
 Kappa Nu. 
SWE and IMS
 are putting out a 
newsletter.  
Students are encouraged to 
drop any ar-
ticle, announcement,
 cartoon or event for 
the newsletter 
over to Engineering 
rm. 234 
by 
Nov.  15. 
 
Black Students of 
Engineering  will 
have their first meeting 
6:30  p.m. today at 
the Engineering
 Building, rm. 148. 
For 
more 
information  call Robert 
Stone  at 247-
8058. 
The International Club 
will  have a 
meeting at 
12.30  pm. Friday in the S.U. 
Almaden Room. For
 more information, 
call Dee at 225-8369. 
 
The Campus Ministry will have a 
luncheon from 11:30 
a.m. to 1 p.m. today in 




 the Human Performance
 














































 408 ) 
145  
information, call Norb Firnhaber at 298-
0204 
 
The Raza Pre -Law Group will have an 
organizational
 meeting 5 p.m. today in the 
S.U. Pacheco Room. All students are 
welcome to attend. 
 
The SJSU Forensics Team will have a 
bake sale from 11 a.m.
 to 3 p.m. today at 
the Student Union. For further in-
formation, call 
Alexis







 a discussion entitled 
"The 
Christian's  Relationships" 
at 7 p.m 
today in the S.C. 
Costanoan Room. 
For  
more information, call Alan Logan at 29:. 
2282 or Jim Stochl at 288-6339.
 







 today in 
the S.C. 
Montalvo 

















 any major 
at 
2 p.m. today 
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 and I 
told her 
to
 pick up 
the keys here 







She said that the 
role of women in 
the Catholic Church is 
changing;  
sisters
 are more outgoing and more
 
concerned with
 outside groups. 
"I keep pushing the role
 of women 
in 
the 
church," she said. 
"The
 priests 
are not used to women taking an active 
row in the
 ministry." 
Panetta took vows of poverty when 
she committed herself
 to church ser-
vices: most of her pay from the diocese 
goes to her home church for programs. 
Novembei
 11, 1982 
She said 
she sees the sisterhood as 
"a good 
opportunity






"Those services are falling to the 
churches 
more and more because of 
Proposition





Rights Amendment, Panella said she 
thought her church
 would eventually 
allow women to 
be ordained, but 












do in all the 
other  churches. 
"I would . . recommend
 that 
young women (in the Catholic Church 
explore the option of the priesthood, to 
be ready 
when the time comes." 
When asked if she wanted to add
 
anything. Joan Panetta responded with 
a 
relaxed  smile: 














 Kw Carlson 
The SJSU 
forensics  team 
will hold an 
open debate 
on the nuclear 
arms  race at 1 
p.m 
today  in the S.U. 
Amphitheater.  
Four team members 
will argue for a 




promote  the Strategic Arms Reduction 
Talks being discussed in Washington, D.C.
 
The bilateral freeze 
calls  for an im-
mediate mutual halt in 
arms production. 
START calls 





















 at SJSU. will
 offer an 
introductory
 address,
 and the debate 
will be 
followed by a 
political training 
session  led by 
political  science 
professor  Terry 
Christensen.  
"There's  a 





so big," Christensen 
said,  "that 
people can't see 
how  they can make a 
dif-
ference. 
But  they can make a 
difference."  
The event is sponsored by the 
forensics
 








































officer,  your  
r. 
desk 












But you can 


























Your path to 
















































 is decision -
According to Jan Hoffmann, speech 
communication studies instructor and ad-
viser for the 
forensics
 squad,  more than 500 
similar debates will 
be
 held today on cam-
puses across the country. 
In case of 
rain, the debate will be 
moved  
to the upper pad of 
the Student Union. 




Sacramento  City 
College this 
weekend  for a 
tournament.  
Recently,
 they took 
second -place 








In the air, and on the 
ground,












can give you 















away,  you'll earn 
about $18,000
 a year. 
That's 
better than the 
average  corpora-
tion 









 your annual 
salary will 
soar
 to $30,400 after
 four 
years. That's 
on top of a full 
package  
of benefits and 
privileges.  
Before you
 settle down to 
an earth-
bound





PO. Box 5000. 
Clifton, NJ 07015 
Please send 
me more information about becom-
ing a 





Apt Or   
City  
State  
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&Malor/ Minor  
Phone Number   
Area 
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 do not hone 10 
I urniah any 
of the information roma...RA 
Of comae. the more.. 
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more mean
 help to 
determine
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Lrein,
 for which 
you qualify 
for the sky. 
Reach for 
the 
coupon.  Find out 
what it takes to be 




 have a desk 




.1 could fulfill 






priesthood,  to 
,mes." 
/anted to add 
:sponded with 










more than 500 
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e will be moved 
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college:  a true 
'art' 
By PH LAO 
First there was the "Preppy Handbook." Then 
came the "Jewish American Princess Handbook." 
Just when you thought those special interest groups 
had 
lost
 momentum, yet another "handbook" has 
come
 down the pike. This one is "How to College: a 
humorous guide to the four years." 
Written by three Stanford 
University  undergrads 
(two
 of whom have graduated since publication), 
"How to College" is a 208 -page anthology on the ways 
to get that higher education you've always wanted. 
For instance, there are 
chapters
 on how to study --
and ways to not study (blowing it 
off(;
 how to love 
(different ways to say you're a virgin); and how to get 
a job, should you 
decide colleging is a temporary ex-
perience. 
The book's authors, 
Ed Wyatt, Bill Jeakle and 








financial  help, "How to College" 
became
 a reality. 
As a work of humor, the 
book runs hot and cold. 
Nearly every chapter is 





 and even 
date lots of 




in on  time. 
introduction  of one to two pages. If you can make it 
through these pedantic eyesores, or, better yet, if 
you  
skip them altogether, you're in for 
a comedic treat that 
borders on the hilarious. 
For example: 
-- Chapter 
TWO, entitled "Settling In," 
documents
 
among other things, how to make that 
monumental 
transition from the "safe 
womb"  of high school to 
college. Among 
the tips are fashion: "Polyester: 
Recognized in 
forty-nine  states and Canada as 
a 
symbol of 
tackiness.  Only acceptable if you are an 
alumnus,
 or live in Iowa." 
- Chapter Three, "Get 
Smart,"
 is intended to help 
the new 
collegian 
cope  with 
studying.  Like 
the section 
entitled 








 to go to 
the library 
("This can 






 even a directory
 of "15 





Z's,"  and 
"Hugging  the 





Chapter  five, 
"Partying  at 




guide  for the 
potential  drinker. 
As the first 
words  of this 
chapter  say, "A 








the way, is one 





For  starters, the 
authors, not 
ones
 to leave 
any stone 






 "Party," and 
how to 
spot
 one. The 
authors
 say the 
word
 exists to label
 
"nearly 
every  kind of 
social








Together"  numbers 
from
 four to 10 
people,
 
and is held in a 
dorm
 room. Get together
 goers should 
bring 
six packs of 
Lowenbrau,  and "will 
share  
memories and 










"Party"  is 
held  at a 































































































 a little 




 but the 









 love at 

































 I haven't 
had sex 
yet."  And 
"Spot 







Ed Wyatt, Stanford graduate and co author
 of






 from virgin hunters 
everywhere.  "They are 
usually 
cute,  always nice, and 
some of them date 
tremendous numbers 
of people" . . . (where've 
I 
heard that
 one?) . . . "They have a 
tendency to get 
their assignments in on 





 . . . see if you can 
spot the virgin." 
Overall,
 "How to College" is a  
very funny book. 
Sure, it borrows 
heavily from it s 
sources,
 which no 
doubt include "Animal
 House," "Caddyshack"
 and all 
issues of National 




 like grown up, alcoholic
 and herpes -infected 
Beaver
 Cleaver's, take a 
typically
 elitist, but funny 
view of the 
world.  
One protest. Under
 the drink category,
 there's a 
warning to 
girls  to stay away 
fromchampagne."After
 
one glass you'll 
be
 giggling and after
 a few more 
you 
11
 be hitchiking to 





College"  retails at 













By Rosanne Aielandro 
Once in a while a movie 
comes along that is so 
intelligent
 and sensitive 








"Chariots of Fire" and 
"Breaking









































 s Jenny 













 Daily, sings on 
the 







a tour bus and 
makes droll 
but  witty 













 in the 























ball,  to be 
replaced  by a 
parking lot. 
The hotel
 is also the
 home 
to 
















hasn't  been 
going too 
well  lately. 
Besides
 that, they 
both 
seem to care




Sadie wants is to 
have  Eddie take























































































































Eddie is treating too much 




In a way, Eddie does 
take Sadie for granted. The 
only time he 
listens
 to her 
is when he 
wants sex. 
And so, as Sadie and 
Eddie try to save their own 
relationship, they are 
caught in an even larger 
struggle -- the elderly 
residents' fight to keep 
their home. When the 
Sheriff's deputies finally 
arrive to force the 
residents  out, questions 
arise, such as: 
Will Sadie realize that 
she can't 
worry  about her 
own problems,
 oblivious to 
the problems
 of others 
around her? Will Eddie 
finally come through and 
make  the long-awaited
 
Continued
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Execution of John Doyle 
Lee, Scapegoat




will open at 8 




Truman Rex Fisher of 
Sierra 
Madre,  Calif.. won 
the Harold C. 
Crain 












has  constructed, 
from historical 
records,  an 
account of the murders of 
150 
men,




 who were 
trying to pass through
 the 
Mormon territory of Utah 
in 1857. 
Joan Doyle Lee 
was  
the 
only person who was 
tried and executed, 20 
years 
later,
 for the crime. 
Seventy 









Several descendants of 
the historical 
characters  in 
the play will







ants of Lee; a 
great-niece, 
descendant
 of the Fancher 









SJSU. She will 
be attending the opening 
night 
performance




of San Jose. 
Macare 
said
 that she 
had 
known  of the massacre 
in Utah all of 
her life and 
was self-conscious of her 
blood 
relationship  with the 
man who was 
considered  
by the church to be the 
instigator. 






 never let 
The 
man 
eventually  convicted of the Mountain 
Meadows




 aloof as the four 
lawyers  for the 
defense argue 
their strategy.
 The Mountain 
Meadows 
Messeae  ploys 
at the SJSU 
Theatre  Nev. 
12-20.  
events."  
her connection to John 




known. She is a 
Mormon, 
although "part of my 
family are true believers, 
and I am not," she said. "I 
also teach
 the Bible as 
literature.'  
"I would not have 
missed it," Macare said. 
"We will be 
very  interested 
to see the treatment of the 











Complete Tune -Up Only '14.95 
Complete
 Overhaul Only $31.95 
10% -- all parts, labor & 
accessories  
 located 














RACQUETBALL  SPA 
OPEN


















? SPECIAL OFFER 
COUPON  I 
Court 
time. Exercise
 Class I 
I or 
Health
 Club Visit 




one  other pa.d 








 Wally ball 
 Pro Instruction
 














































St hoeber s 
Health Club 








 as, DIM 
'Itnes_r -,11 








club trips to 
sporting events. wallvball 
leagues 
and  challenge nights 
7012
 
Realm  Dr. (at 
Bernal
 Rd.)  







travel  to 
San 
Jose
 to be honored in a 
ceremony
 tomorrow night 
at a public 
reception  
following 
the  performance 
in
 the Studio Theatre. 
Fisher, who 
spent 10 
years researching and 
writing the play, said, "The 
topic is 
not  something to be 





 Church of 
Latter Day
 Saints in 
connection  with SJSU's 
production of his play. 
WINorbeer
 
or beverage of your choice with lunch 
or dinner 
(please 
present coupon when ordering) 
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girl of seven 
who came from the singing 
mountains of Potter Valley 
(near Ukiah, Calif.) is now 
a woman of 32 
with her own 
recording house which has 
just put out her sixth and 
possibly best album of her 
career, "Holly Near: 
Speedo( Light." 
Near possesses an air 
of maturity in this album 
that makes you want to 
listen and learn about what 
she is saying
 in her songs. 






















she back off 
and 









 full force in 
letting her audience
 know 
that she wants the
 United 
States out of El Salvador, 
that she 
desires  unity 
throughout























parallels  a 
previous song of hers, "It 
Could 
Have  Been 
Me . . . " which refers to 
the injustices in Chile. 
Subsequently,
 the 
artist takes a more pointed 
look at the issue of 
government repression and 
outside intervention in El 
Salvador,
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deals with it by 
asking the 
" . 




 does not 
belong . . " 
Included on 
"Speed  of 
Light" is a song 
dedicated 
to the late Emma Gold-
man, who was a fighter
 for 




























is still doing 
the same, 
however,
 she has 








 the songs 
off this 
album.  Near 
reaches
 out to her 
audience  
with an 
upbeat  rhythm of 
intonation 
which  could 
result in her 
making  the 
top -40 list. 
However,
 she is 
not 











 and her 
previous
 album 
"Fire  in 
the
 Rain," 
her  music 
was  
only heard on 
progressive 
FM 

















song on the 
:ilbum,
 "Back 
Off,"  not 
only sounds
 good, it feels 
good. It's one of 
those  songs 
that 
makes you tap your 
feet and say, "I can relate 
to that because I am my 
own person and I have self-
respect for myself too." 
Out
 of the II songs on 
the album, the majority 
. carry a folk rhythm 
with  a 













As a political activist, 
anti -war feminist and 
human rights promoter, 
Near often tours over three
 
months out of the year. 
Presently she is on a 
national tour for "Be 
Disarming! Challege the 
nuclear mentality." She is 
traveling throughout the 
United States and parts 
of 

































 will run 
$8 
and $9.50 for reserved 
seats. 
She will be 
joined by 
Adrienne Torf, Carrie 
Barton, Cam Davis and 
Susan Freundlich, who will 
provide sign language 
interpretation. This is the 
same group Near is touring 
with at present. 
Revolutionary? May-
be. Outspoken? Definitely. 
Near has always been dong 
something political. Ever 
since high school she has 
been getting her views 
across
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Lampoon's Class Reunion" 
will get a "C" for comedy, 
a "D" for 
execution
 and an 
"F" for overall effect.
 






House,"  "Class 
Reunion" believes
 in the 
axiom that crude, ob-
noxious 
pratfalls
 are funier 
than intelligent humor. 
Set in the hallowed 
halls of Lizzie Borden High 
School 10 years after their 
graduation, the assorted 
nerds, pranksters and 
dimwits of the school meet 
for their reunion. 
Or, as the press release 





"A decade earlier, 
their i students) con-
tributions
 to this asylum of 
academic anarchy -- whi-
ch was named in honor of 
the vitriolic vixen im-
mortalized in verse for 
vivesecting her parents 
with a business end of a 
bitcher's blade -- promp-
ted a shuddering com-




 the community 
must also 
suffer  are the 
vengeful
 ideas of 
Walter 
Baylor,
 the class 



















talents  such a 
Gerrit 
Graham, 











 the fates 
that
 
await all of them. 
Although "Class 
Reunion" is 
scattered  with 














editor  John 
Hughes 
and Second City 














Even more distressing 
was a 
quote  attributed to 
Simmons about
 the picture. 
He said: 
" 'Class Reunion' 
is a 
broad 'Marx
 Bros.' -type 
parody of the 
horror  genre. 
It is 




does best, which is broad 
satire or 
comedy






"when you can really get 










After anyone has paid 
 We service all 
makes & 
model 









atrocity,  they'll 
wonder 
why  they could 





The answer is a   
sophisticated advertising 
campaign




splitting moments of the 
film and 
assembles  them in 




 not too 
convincingly, said that "we 
sought the finest 
comedic  
actors to join what we think 
is a very special group. 




That is evident 
by his 





Miller lets a pitterring 
nabob ov boobs prance 
about

















He also says that he got 
the idea 



































$22 50  INCLUDES ALL IN -HOME LABOR 
approximates 
the unruly 
rogues that pollute Lizzie
 
Borden 
must  be intrepidly 
treading like a 
snail along 
the razor's edge. 
The characters -- 
pr-
eppies, hippies, outcasts - 
are as goofy and 
repulsive  
as is unhumanly possible, 
as they belch and pick  their 
noses to gruesome per-
fection. 
Little can
 be said about 
"Class Reunion." It is a 
shamless  effort that lacks 
style, substance and 
quality.
 
It seems that only the 
terrible trio of Simmons, 
Hughes and Miller have 
something to say about
 this 
debacle.  















































































































DAVE WARE 6AM-10AM 
with Chuck Thomas 8. News 
RON STEVENS 3PM-7PM 










































 in San 
Francisco 
as part of 
the  
Kool Jazz 





piano  solos and 
duets  was 
the result. 
The "grand master" 
Herbie 
Hancock, dressed in 
a two-piece gray suit, 
started the show with 
"Footprints." a com-
position by Wayne Shorter. 
"It's very provocative, 
yet very simple," Hancock 
said as he plunged himself 
into his music. The 
audience, which was
 
composed of jazz fans from 
every walk of life, listened 
to Hancock as he played. 
The only sounds that could 
be heard throughout the 
hall
 were those Hancock 
created with his fingers 
and the ivory keys of the 
piano. 
Hancock smiled at the 
applause, proud of his 
performance yet somewhat 
modest. 
"You don't mind 
if I'm 
kind of spontaneous, do 
you?" Hancock asked the 
audience.
 "I'd like to see 




 I don't 

















the piano near the 
strings
 




created music by 
playing
 the side of 
the 
piano like a drum, rubbing 
the strings with a pen and 
tapping  the wood with his 
fingertips. A 
single note 
from the keys ended the 
"song." 
"You can't
 do that too 
long and you 
can't  do that 
too often," Hancock said as 




Hancock, who was 
born in Chicago, emerged 
as a fine young pianist in 
the '60s and has par-
ticipated in some of the 
great landmark recordings 
of modern jazz music. He is 
also a permanent member 
of the Miles Davis Group. 
He formed the Herbie 





etc.) and achieved 
tremendous  success. 
Currently,  Hancock is 
involved
 in writing music 
for 
his new album which 
should be released 
sometime in March. 
"I'm 
in a composer 
mode 
now,"  Hancock said 
after the show. 
Hancock recently 
toured Japan with a 
quartet he formed 
especially for the trip. 
They recorded a "digital 
album" there which should 
be out in 
December.  Ron 
Ca:ter
 and Wynton Mar-









sensitivity  and 







man  with 
dusted  gray 
hair, was 
born in Quebec, 
Canada. He 
is nicknamed 
"Hercules"  and 
has the 





The crowd was on its 
feet as Peterson walked 
across the stage to take his 
seat at the piano. 
Peterson
 seemed to 
enjoy his music as im-
mensely as the audience 
did. He tapped his feet in 
time with the rhythm he 
created.  
The crowd loved 
Peterson; many stood up 
each time he took a bow 




fingers seemed to just fly 
over the keyboard, spoke 
no words to the audience. 
But his was a gracious 
silence. 
Peterson needed no 
words to have a rapport 
with 











 He threw 
kisses 
to
 the crowd. 
Peterson 








 yet in 
perfect  
harmony 
















By Jeerer C. Cate 
Wynton Marsalis just 
turned 21. But 
even before 
he reached





 trumpet player was 
being heralded as "the 
crown 
prince




 is not so 
readily apparent as he 
demonstrates his expertise 
and command
 of the music. 
The 
Wynton  Marsalis 
Quintet played to a sold -out 
crowd last Saturday night 
at San 
Francisco's  Old 
Waldorf
 nightclub as part 
of the two-week
 long Kool 
Jazz Festival. 
The 
Quintet,  in which 
Marsalis' brother Branford 
is the 
saxophonist,  played 
several
 original numbers 
written  by Marsalis. Much 





 of New 
Orleans -style
 jazz. Im-





















































Marsalis'  style of 
jazz may not 
be
 what 
modern jazz fans are ac-
customed 
to listening to --
there are  
no
 words -- but 
the old type of jazz
 that 
Marsalis has polished has 
bloodlines to innovators 





has often been compared to 
Miles Davis' post -bebop. 





earned the right 






such jazz gre; 
drummer Art Blal 
the Jazz Mess( 
bassist Ron Cart, 






allowed him to rele( 
jazz and classical ; 
But




attention of the jaz 
by inviting him to I 
United States and J 
a part of his 
Hancock also
 prodi 





first trumpet at th 





























































"Music  might 
have  
been
 one percent of 
my 
whole 
thing. I had 
a 
trumpet 






 until his 











down  on 
Rampart 

























Center  in 
Tanglewood  
and 











 is like 
studying  
anything  
else.  The 
only










And judging from the 
crowds reaction at the Old 
Waldorf, Marsalis can 
definitely "play." 
In the intimate, 
smokey atmosphere of the 
club,  
the diverse crowd 
was served drinks as they 
sat at tables close  to the 
small stage where the 
solemn young man per-
formed. 
Conservatively  dress-
ed in a blazer and tie, 
Marsalis' eyes were 
serious 
behind owlish 
lenses as he played. 
He
 






Marsalis, who betrays 
no hint of self-importance 
despite his reputation as a 
"musical giant," 
played 
his trumpet superbly but 
has not 
yet  developed the 
rapport with the audience 
that is a necessary part of a 
live performance. He 
spoke  
no words other than to 
announce the titles of 
songs. 
The trumpeter shared 
the stage 
equally with each 
member of his quintet, 
performing only one solo 
number. Standing in 
the 
spotlight, smoke filtering 
through
 the soft blue hue, 




 feel the sultry 








 show and had























their  jazz 
appetites
 hungry 
for  more 
of 

































































Meanwhile,  few 
patrons 
left




 began at 
7:30 
p.m.  until 








with  both 
Count 







evening.  A 






































Zeitlin  was 
another  
show
-stopper. Zeitlin, who 
composed the
 film score 






numerous unnamed pieces 
as well as a special tune 
entitled "A Waltz for 
Josephine"
 for his wife. 
At one point, the 50-
year -old 
psychiatrist  used 
a mallet to 
extract  a 
melody from the chords.  
Meanwhile, he 
used a tin 
can to exude a rumbling 
sound from 
the chords 
during "Rescue" which is 




 of the Body 
Snatchers." 




 and his five -piece 
band 
catapulted  the 
audience into the
 fusion 
realm midway through 
the 
evening. 
The band, which also 
features Journey drummer 
Steve
 Smith, played 
numerous untitled selec-
tions and had the crowd on 
its 






group formed expressly for 
the Bay Area 
Jazz Spec-
tacular, honored San 
Francisco  club owner John 
Bajone with nothing short 
of a 











bassist James Leary, 
drummer 





did a series of 
unnamed 
medlies with 
each artist being sure to 
get a 
featured solo. 




 Babatunde set 
the tempo for the 
All -Stars 
with his
 bongo. He in-
creased and lowered the 
volume at will 
and, as a 
result, 








Hirsch,  proceeds 
from  the three-day tribute
 
to 
Bay Area jazz 
musucians  which 
began 
Nov.  2 will 
benefit
 the Bay 
Area
 Jazz Society in the 
Schools Project. 
The 
Bay  Area Jazz 
Society 
hopes  to sup-
plement 
public  school 
programs left 
largely 
defunct by the 
passing of 
Proposition  13. 
Herbie Hancock,  
center, and Oscar 





phony Hall Monday 
night. Bajone's All -
Stars, left included 
bassist James Leary 
and
 saxophonist 
William Bishop, last 
Thursday at the Old 
Waldorf. All 
Cool  
Jazz Festival events 
took place in San 
Francisco. 
The cover photo of 






By Bruce Barton 
The latest 
Peter 
Gabriel album didn't 
surprise me. I expected the 
unexpected. 
Since leaving the art -
rock of 
Geneisis  in 1975, 
Gabriel's music has been 
far more 
adventurous,  not 
to mention more 









Gabriel"  album 
was 
delayed a 




 had a hard 
time








mercial suicide." The 
album 
ended  up making 
the top 20 in the United 
States, 
featuring  a hit 
single, "Games Without 
Frontiers." 
The only thing 
predictable 
about  the new 
album 




himself here even more so 
than the 
last album, his 
voice 












Rhythm  of 
the  Heat," 
sets the 








































waits  for five 
minutes 
wondering 
when all hell 
will break  loose, 
as the 
song builds to a 
climax 
with 





 into a furious 
barrage from a Ghanaian 
drum 
section. 
The lyrics here also set 
the theme that Gabriel is 
trapped
 in the rhythm and 
perhaps
 in his own
 world: 
"The 
rhythm  is below 
me, 
the rhythm 
of the heat, 
the 
rhythm is around





inside  me, the 











the  Touch," "Kiss 
of 




Gabriel  conveys 
an
 intense 




 can come 
across as 












Our salads are made 
fresh  daily. 
We use quality 
ingredients  in our 
sandwiches.








HOUR:  THUR-FR1. 3-6 P.M. 
2.25 pitcher / 5CK glass 
featuring Michelob





of soup of the day and 
regular  




salad  -- your 
choice
 of dressing. 
I 
'1.50 
Coupon expires November 
18, 1982 I 







man who cried 
out,  "I need 
contact," 
while at the same 
time barracading himself 
behind a wall of syn-
thesizers, pounding Africa 




irritating  music. 
"Peter Gabriel" can be 
a classic album to those 
interested in gloom and 
despair and the 
wor-
thlessness
 of human 
existence. The album can 
also be 
worthshile  to those 
intrigued by the bizarre 
messages and themes in 
Gabriel's lyrics and music, 
or how far Gabriel can 
bury 
himself
 in self-pity. 
But while some of the 
music is danceable, all of 
you who need to boogie 
(and nothing else)
 will 
have to pass this one by. 
You've
 got to be willing to 
dim the lights, lock 
your 
closet door and simply take 
in the haunting
 mood the 
album. 
Reflect  on it a little, 
and maybe you'll come 
out  
of the closet
 a new man or 
woman.  
Gabriel's 
music  does 
have a certain degree of 
commercial appeal to it, 




Gabriel"  can be 
entertaining. 
In more ways 








Standing on a tightrope
 
somewhere between 
progressive and pop music 
-- but never quite in bet-
ween -- is, as usual, the 
supergroup 
Supertramp. 
And with the release of 
their latest album, ". . . 
Famous Last Words...," it 
doesn't appear Supertramp 
is any nearer to either side 
than when they 
started  11 
years and seven albums 
ago. 
And, fortunately for 
their fans, it doesn't 
seem  
likely that they 
have any 





 in the middle 
has given Rick 
Davies  and 




 Supertramp, the 
freedom to 
explore
 a wide 
musical spectrum over the 
years, 














 the release of the 
popular "Breakfast in 
America" album in 
1979, 
Supertramp






Szechuan  Cuisine 
Lunch 8s Dinner 
Food To G3 





Santa Clara St. 
5W -
Between 3rd 8s 4th 








































301 W. St. John 




 noticed. Although 






the classic "Crime of the 
Century" 





11975), and the ex-
ceptionally 
blended 
masterpiece "Even in the 
Quietest Moments"
 (1977), 
it wasn't until the airwaves 
were flooded with 
"Breakfast" 
tunes  that 
Supertramp
























Would  they 
release
 a 
































 for three 
years 
-- the band 
literally
 hiding 












displays in the record 
stores. Just the album --
nine songs -- nothing more, 




asking people to 
listen to 
the 
music itself and not buy 
the album just because of 
the name. 
And what an album it 
is. In all of its  
non -glitter 
and 
lackluster  glory it is a 
collection  of songs worth 
noticing. ". . 
. Famous 
Last  Words. . ." outshines 
all its
 predecessors, if not 





albums stand more or less 
separate  from each other, 
"Famous" blends musical 
ideas 
from
 each album 
together to form a record 
that is different -- and in-
teresting --in 
itself.  
On "Famous" you get 




"Crazy,"  "Put 
On Your Old Brown Shoes" 
and "It's Raining 
Again,"  
the brilliant, optimistic 
love songs on "Crisis" with 
"Bonnie" and "My Kind Of 
Lady," and the ethereal 
ballads on "Even In The 
Quietest Moments" with 
"Know 
Who  You Are," 
"C'est  Le Bon" 
and "Don't 
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By Michael J. 
Vaughn  
Owe Street "LOW OM WC' 
We
 Bros. 






many  Dire 
Straits
 fans when 
they first 
listen 















Road,"  starts 

























 upon the 
brew,
 the clear 





























 a piercing 
passage




out  of 
nowhere like 
a bolt of 
lightning.
 The 
waves  have 
changed  to 
intermittent 
drum rolls
 sliding in 
and 
out
 like far -away


















most  of  the 
group's 
music  has 
always
 

















Dire Strait's next 
two 
albums, "Communique" in 
1979 and 
"Making  Movies" 
in 1900 carried 
pretty  much 




always  a 
maverick 
in pop music --
no
 one has a 
....)und 
anywhere 
close  -- Dire 
Straits  had never changed, 
never progressed. 




your radio, even 
before you




Like the mid -60's 
Beatles, the group has 
finally decided
 to stop 
repeating their 
old stuff, 
and start evolving. The 
results are beautifully 
different. 
"Telegraph 
Road"  is 
more than 14 minutes 
long -- a virtual oddity 
in 
the pop field, and a com-
mercial risk for any 
group. 
Radio 
























































































 a record, but
 
a piece

























("Oh  how 
I 
wish that
 I had 
Jesse's  
girl"). 















all  the sounds, 
instruments
 and 


















gems  of 
sarcastic  wit at 










Somebody threw a 
spanner 
and they threw 




 in the 
loading bay and anger in 
the town, 
Somebody blew the 
whistle  
and the 
walls  came down; 
There's a meeting in the 
boardroom, 
They're trying to trace the 
smell, 
There's leaking in the 
washroom, 
There's a sneak in per. 
sonnet, 
Somewhere in the 
corridors someone
 was 
heard to sneeze, 
'Goodness me, could this be 
Industrial Disease?' " 
The biggest musical 
advancement in Dire 
Straits is the influx of 
keyboards 
by Alan Clark, 
first hired by the group 
for  
"Making Movies." Clark's 
playing  is just the right 
addition to the masterful 
guitar and expressive 
vocals of Knopfler. It adds 
another 
dimension  to the 
already
-unique music of 
Dire Straits. 
In "Love Over Gold," 
Dire Straits is not a new 
group, but a much -
improved one. Their antics 
and 











 11 00-10:00 
8th
















The label tells 
how 
to add tequila to 
























on the guitar (in 
a con-
trolled,  sustained
 sort of 
way  before the
 song --all 
too soon -- 
comes  to a close 
via a 

































 like a 


































it's just a 
normal day in 
Babaji.  
SAN  JOSE 
TUXEDO 
Why not look 








380 S. First 




















Bring your student ID 
card
 
and gel tickets at 1 2 price
 when you 
RUSH to 
the CPA 
boa  office a 1 2 
hour







































































blend  of 
slapstick  
and  subtle 
humor,  without 
exploiting 
either 




































 and boring 
girl who has a 
penchant for 
filing -- her life's 
work and 
something she 
never  tires 
of talking about. 
Her  other 
interests are advancing
 












"ladies of the 
night." 
Fortescue  and the 
Bishop are soon walking 
the back streets of the city 
attempting  to -- in the 
bishop's words -- "find out 
why they do what they do, 
and stop them from doing 
When Fortescue tries 
to explain his new mission 
to 
Deborah,  she doesn't 
quite understand: 
Fortescue: "Do you 





have hurt their 
knees?" 
Deborah never does 
understand what her 
fiancee's mission entails, 
and, for Fortescue, this is 
probably for the best. 
He develops a rather 
unusual way of converting 
souls -- to prove he is not 
playing "holier-than-
thou," he 




soon  has a 
large 
and  happy following 
at the mission. 
The 
mission  is not the 
main part of the movie, 





























































































 of the 
story is 
devoted

























 of Lord 



























the Lady and 
Fortescue 
would 
get  together, 
since 
they both 





Ames  soon 
started 
plotting






















comedies.  It 
isn't 
just  another 
excuse
 to 
throw pies in faces. 
Palin showed
 extreme 






bit for more than its 




 and Michael Pahn 
the lead (right) star 
in -The Missionary." 
may have done. 
Every  joke 
in the 
movie  was used to 












 have a 





into  pure 
hilarity.
 
A good example of this 
talent is when the sports -
minded bishop,
 played by 
Denholm  Elliott, tells 




"I tried to teach
 the 
natives rubgy, but they 
always held on to the ball 

























THE TRIALS AND CCICUTION OF 
 






















 12, 13, 18,
 19,20
 230 Nov.
 17 1 
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 Jose, CA 
95129 
(408)725-8556  
(if Python comedy come 
out. Michael Holdern plays 
Slatterwaithe, the Ames' 
butler. A very forgetful old 
gentleman, Slat terwathe 
leads Fortescue around, 
through, in and out of the 
Ames' spacious  country 
mansion, attempting to 
find his master's room. The 
joke is milked plenty 
Mondry.
 Ploreper 
II,  11/12 
throughout the film, but 



















his  comic 
genius,  
slighter side,
 and it 
is 













 to the residents 
of the Victory?
 And can 













Hopefully you will, 
because 
"Street 
Music"  is a 
delightful and touching 
film that 
deserves to be 
seen. 













driving his group of sur-
prised 








































not travel at as fast a pace 
as most 
moviegoers  today 
are used to, it nevertheless 
creates
 special moments 
that 
will be remembered 
long after 
the viewer 
leaves the theater. It also 
may not end quite so 
happily as viewers would 
want. But 
it does leave the 
viewer with a 
feeling of 
hope that things can and 
will change for the good if 
people 








































































































































































visitor  to 
a jazz 
club in New 
Orleans  called 
Preservation Hall. 
The group consists of 
David Giampietro on 
clarinet ( Giampietro was 
the Preseveration Hall 
patron), McNeal Breaux 
playing the string bass and 
Kevin McCabe on 
banjo. 
McCabe won first place 
in the 1981 Bay Area Battle 
of the Banjo's, which had 
300 contestants. 
Tomorrow night, 
Passage will take the 
stage. Passage does a wide 
variety of music ranging 
from easy listening to rock.
 
According to Cam 
Riberson, the Pub's en-
tertainment director,
 the 




jazz band, will grab the 
spotlight  Saturday 
night. 
This
 five -piece band, 
which has been around for 
about four 
years, consists 
of Don Andrews on 
bass,  






saxophohe and clarinet and 
Marc SpiPta on flute
 and 
harmonica. 
The group is now in-
















































are mostly looking at 
students to 
provide that 
poetry: often they have the 
best work to offer." 
Sound tempting? Well, 
there's a catch. 
With each 
submission there must be a 
$1 submission fee. 
West said the fee is 
required for the costs of 
publication. The end result 














 no more 
than 
five  submissions of 25 















 EAT AND STILL
 LOSE POUNDS 
 NO 
NEED TO EXERCISE 
 
INCREASE
 YOUR ENERGY 
LEVEL 
 ALL NATURAL 
INGREDIENTS  
















































intend to perform live as 
soon as it is completed.
 
According to Andrews,  
the first act is just about 
ready. 
"We don't want to rush it. 
We 
think we're going to be 
around for a while." 
Andrews said that he 
doesn't want
 it to be too 
heavy on the social com-




project," Andrews said 




people out there 






bands  will 
start playing 
at 8:30 and 























































390 Moffelt Blvd 
Mountam Voew.
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 and banquet facilities






























and  John 
Stewart,  4 & 7:30 p.m.,
 at 
the Circle 









lbe Lk* Rim 
tonight, 8 
p.m., in the Flint Center. 
DeAnza College, Cuper-
tino. 
   
Kiva and the 
Oakland  
Symphony Orchestra, 




   
Alwitettee
 Treater Saturday & 
Sunday, 8 p.m.,
 at the 
Warfield Theater. San 
Francisco.  
   
Sento Clore *ley Youth Ord - 
presents a selection of 
classics for woodwinds, 
Sunday. 3 
p.m., at the 
Branham Lane Church, 
13092 Branham Lane, San 
Jose.
 
Gay Mr Memen's Pleirtmenie - 
with Elizabeth Min con-
ducting, Sunday, 3 p.m., at 
the Herbst Theater, San 
Francisco. 
  
































   
Los Gatos 01111101 
Orchestra  with 
George 
Champion,  con-
ductor.  Sunday, 3 p.m..
 at 
the Los Gatos 
History
 Club. 
123 Los Gatos Blvd., Los 
Gatos. 
  












San Carlos streets, 
San 
Jose.  
   
Gems 























































 9 a.m. 
- 5 p.m., at 
















































The motives for war 
and the extreme sacrifices 
man is willing to make for 
victory are explored in 
Euripides' powerful drama 
"Iphigenia at Aulis," 
beginning tomorrow at the 
University of Santa Clara's 
Mayer 
Theater. 
The play is presented 
in conjunction with the SCU 
Institute on 
War and 
Conscience and is directed 
by Frank P. Caltabiano. 
Written at 
the time of 
the 
Peloponnesian  war, 
"Iphigenia
 at Aulis" 
centers  on the Greek Ar-
mada in pursuit of Helen of 
Troy, in the Trojan War. 
The Armada is sailing 
towrad
 Troy to begin its 
assault when it is halted at 
Aulis by a placid sea. The 
gods then demand a human 
sacrifice before the Ar-
mada will be allowed to 
advance.
 
Torn between love for 
his daughter and lust for 
the "glory" of conquest, 
Agamemnon must decide 
whether to offer his 
daughter Iphigenia as the 




that no matter what war we 
fight, we are sacrificing the 
young of our nation. No 
matter what the cause, it's 
the young who pay the 
price," Caltabiano said. 
Leading the cast
 as 
Agamemnon is the 
chairman of SCU's Theater 
Arts Department, the Rev. 
Frederick Trollini, S.J. 
"Euripides wrote this 
as an anti -war play,"
 
Tollini 
said. "And his 
message still holds true 
today." 
Tickets for "Iphigenia 
at Aulis" are $5 general 
and $3 for students, seniors 
and 
groups
 of 20 or more. 
To order, call the Mayer
 
Theater Box
 Office at 984-
4015 from 1:15 to 6 p.m., 
weekdays and per-
formance days.
 The play 
runs through




































































































































































Prices  Subject To Change 
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began  in 











































one,  the 
struggler  
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